Trending Science Topics for Argumentative Essays –
2022
Composing argumentative essays could be a difficult task for some people and it becomes even more
difficult when you do not have an appropriate and interesting topic in mind. The first step towards
choosing a topic is identifying your field of subject. One field that without any doubt interests everyone
is science and technology. You can get help from an expert to write essay.

The field of science and technology is thriving and we see new and trending topics coming out of it every
day.

In this article, we’ve brought a well-researched list of trending argumentative essay topics that are
collected by a professional writer.

Before we jump onto that list let me tell you the criteria that you must consider while choosing the topic
for your argumentative essay.

Ensure that the chosen topic interests you
The tip to composing an effective piece of writing is to write on a topic that you find interesting. You'll
tend to give more time to research it and come up with arguments that will make your essay look
perfect. We know that people tend to put extra effort into things that interest them.

Choose a stance on the topic that you can resonate with
personally

When writing an argumentative essay, you are required to pick a side and defend it through evidence
and arguments. So, when choosing the topic, be certain that you choose the stance that you feel
strongly about. Use research to only strengthen your argument but not to make one.

The topic should be interesting for the readers as well
The last thing to consider is to choose to write on something that interests the readers as well. Although
science is a trending field you cannot expect every topic to be interesting and worth debating. So be
mindful of your audience when choosing the topic.

This part is a little tricky as you may not always know your reader’s choice. For that purpose, many
experts provide a personal essay writer service and are always aware of trending topics.

You can get their assistance if needed.

You should look for organizations that provide 5StarEssays with no grammar errors.

Trending Science Topics for Argumentative Essays
Below is the list of topics that we brought for you after in-depth research. You can either choose from
the list below or just get an idea and create a topic of your own.

Is advancement in technology a threat to human privacy?

Is WhatsApp safe to use any more?

Is there any end to human life?

Is life possible on any other planet?

Nature is a repetitive phenomenon: a fact or a myth?

Is recovering an email Id possible without a backup account?

Will 5G really change the game of the internet?

Should women have the right to abortion?

Should you require any writing assistance? Get professional writing assistance.

Why scientists should avoid fertilizing human embryos

Will scientists actually be able to reduce the mortality rate in the world?

Why the extension of human life from its natural threshold be avoided

Do you think our online feedback makes any difference?

Role of science in the birth of new-age diseases

Will the internet ever be replaced by new technology?

Is science really good as it seems to be?

How the knowledge of science is devastating?

Role of science in the increase of fraudulent activities

What makes social networking sites like Instagram and WhatsApp stand out from others?

If you go through the above list, you’ll see that most of the above topics are hot topics of discussion
these days.

If reading through this guide does not make writing an argumentative essay easy for you then get help
from an expert. I used to get help from experts too who would write essay for me. Look at me now,
giving expert advice myself. I learned with time and you will too.

Give yourself time and believe in the learning process. Meanwhile never leave writing practice and you’ll
be an expert eventually.

If you don't have time for research, you should hire a professional essay writer.

